Preparation and investigation of a novel levobupivacaine in situ implant gel for prolonged local anesthetics.
In this study, levobupivacaine (LBP) was successfully incorporated into implant application based on the concept of in situ gel (PECE). The physicochemical characterization (preparation, phase transition temperature, in vitro release) were investigated. The results of viscosity measurement showed that the preparations behaved like a fluid but formed a rigid gel when exposed to increasing temperature (37 °C). In vitro release, LBP was graduated released from the gels as time lapsed, suggesting that LBP was well entrapped in PECE in situ gels. As is shown in pharmacokinetic parameters, the half-life of LBP injection (2.7 h) was shorter than that of LBP in situ gels (23.9 h), suggesting that LBP injection was taken up by other tissues more rapidly than gels. The area under the curve of LBP in situ gels was 2.18 times the size of that of LBP injection (P< 0.05). In pharmacodynamic test, even after nine hours of injection, gel group could still maintain rather good anesthesia effect and rats' stinging reaction maintained at a relatively low level, which had obvious statistical differences compared to injection group.